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DEPArrayTM System

100%
pure cells

DEPArrayTM NxT, the new benchtop instrument
for automated identification and digital
isolation of rare single-cells, with 100% purity.

DEPArrayTM sorting joins the robustness of
immunofluorescence with the power
of bright-field imaging for accurate cell identification
and leverages the precision of semiconductor
CMOS technology for exact cell isolation.
Find the cell you are looking for and get it 100% pure.

CellBrowserTM software elaborates fluorescence
and bright-field signals enabling automatic
or operator-supervised selection of cells.
Enjoy the flexibility of combining image-based
sorting with highly sophisticated
digital image analysis.
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DEPArrayTM Cartridge combines microfluidics
and microelectronics for an unprecedented
precision in manipulating single-cells.
An array of micro electrodes, controlled by
a semiconductor chip, covers the floor of
the flow cell and allows the generation of up
to 8,000 “DEP cages”, each one able
to capture a cell through a dielectrophoretic
force.

The CellBrowser™ software enables
automatic identification of the
desired cell through the analysis of
immunofluorescence signals enhanced
by the power of images.
High-resolution imaging on DEPArrayTM
NxT allows the use of new sophisticated
cell selection algorithms.

After image analysis of detected cells
and selection, the desired cells are moved
to a collection tube by simple stepwise
motion of the positive DEP cages through
automated software.
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EVIDENCE

Forensic

Resolving biological mixtures

Resolving mixed samples by separating pure cells one by one
The analysis of mixed biological evidence is the last
unresolved problem in forensic laboratories. Mixed
genetic profiles are difficult to interpret and weaken
the utility of forensic databases.
DEPArray™ NxT resolves the problem of mixed
biological evidence by separating blood, epithelial
and sperm cells with 100% precision prior to genetic
analysis.
Such separation allows distinct profiling of individual
contributors by routine DNA identification methods.
Samples can be collected on swabs or from cloth. Cells
are resuspended gently before entering the procedure for
immunofluorescent staining.
The DEPArray™ Forensic Sample Prep Kit streamlines
sample preparation with a standardized procedure. The kit
includes all reagents necessary for the immunofluorescent
labelling of epithelial, sperm and white blood cells contained
in the sample before loading into the DEPArrayTM NxT cartridge.
Once isolated, pure cells do not require DNA extraction
nor DNA quantitation: the precisely selected and counted
cells undergo a simple lysis with DEPArray™ Lyse Prep Kit,
specifically developed for direct DNA extraction free genetic
analysis of single cells.
DEPArray™ NxT instrument, DEPArray™ Cartridge, CellBrowser Software,DEPArray™ Forensic Sample Prep Kit,
DEPArray™Lyse Prep Kit are for Research Use Only and not intended for use in human diagnostic procedures.

The simultaneous immunofluorescent identification and digital isolation of pure/single cells from a biological mixture
allows the combination of cell phenotype (epithelial, sperm or white blood cell) with its STR profile, enabling not only
to identify each contributor but also state which kind of cell each one contributed with.

Compatible with standard forensic STR kits
DNA released from cells isolated by the DEPArrayTM system is compatible with established human identification kits,
instrumentation, and software from a variety of suppliers.

Unambiguous STR profiles
STR profiles of pure cells isolated by DEPArray™ always demonstrated very high concordance (ref. 1-2-3-4-5) with
donor profiles. Completeness of profiles can vary as a consequence of DNA degradation.

Genotyping profiles obtained from a pool of 10 pure sperm cells (left hand panel) and 10 epithelial cells (right hand panel)
isolated using DEPArrayTM NxT starting from a mixture of saliva and semen. Genotyping was performed using the AmpFLSTR®
NGM SElect™ PCR Amplification Kit (Thermo Fisher).

EVIDENCE

Pure Cell

Evidence composed by the mixture of different
biological fluids can be resolved by isolating pure
groups of cells of the same type.
The isolation of homogeneous pools of cells, leads to
the identification of the genetic profile of the biological
contributor for each fluid present in the mixture.
DEPArray™ has a very low input cell level threshold,
allowing labs to work with minute evidence samples.
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The workflow described is for Research Use Only and not intended for use in human diagnostic procedures.
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EVIDENCE

Biological mixtures where more than one individual contributes with the same cell type, can only be resolved by
single cell profiling. DEPArray™ enables to select and isolate with digital precision up to 48 single cells from a
mixed sample. The identification of multiple single cells with concordant profile leads to the reconstruction of each
contributor’s clean STR profile.
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